
MINIMALIST WRITING APPS FOR WINDOWS

Write! is a new word processor app for Windows that looks like a stylish version of Notepad and uses a browser-style
tabbed interface. You get.

Writing features: All of these apps offer a different range of writing features â€” so which are the ones you
really need? Definitely a must-have. Google Docs Of course, I have to mention the free and awesome Google
Docs option with fullscreen that might just be what you need. One of my favorites! Go to permalink Many of
us have some kind of writing to do during the course of the work day, but how do you get down to some
serious typing with so many distractions around? All rights reserved. Despite all the emphasis on simplicity,
Ulysses allows you to create rich documents with images, links, footnotes, blockquotes and everything else
you would expect from a word processor. Windows, free Advertisement Write! The GUI is simple and elegant
and offers a distraction free environment that keeps me focused on that, what I really want to do: Writing.
Byword This Mac app has an auto-saving feature which pretty much puts it near the top of the pile. Key
Features: Distraction-free interface: Super-minimal interface and with a truly distraction-free experience.
Nothing but text. Key features: Minimal writing app: Maybe not quite distraction-free writing but far more
minimal than typical word processors with all of the same features and more. Packed with typography, the
flexible multi-format export on Inspire makes your writings look great everywhere. And merely this is what
Inspire does in a very elegant way. In addition to critiquing your prose it also gives you a clean and
streamlined interface to do your writing in, and the basic text formatting options are a useful addition to have.
Then you have markdown editors, where you pretty much do everything from the keyboard â€” placing
hashtags in front of headings and asterisks in front of bullet point items. Love me some java! What do you
use? Key features: Distraction-free writing: Very minimal writing experience with basic formatting options.
Cross-platformability: How good is the app for using across all of your devices and platforms so you can start
work on one machine, finish on another and collaborate with others as you go? Clean and straight-forward.
For Windows! I always was looking for an elegant, yet stable and usable Markdown-Editor and with Inspire
Writer, I got so much more: Auto save, Markdown-highlighting, document management, tagging, all done by
shortcuts on the keyboard so I never need to put my hands from the keyboard.


